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As the largest professional association
supporting teachers of students with SpLD we are here
to:
• support and promote quality learning and
development within the sector
• be the collective voice and raise awareness of SpLDs

• provide an array of supporting services to our
members

KNOW THE STUDENT KNOW THE
PROFILE
• Know the student – motivations

• Know the students- strengths can be used to aid learning
• Know the students weaknesses –otherwise cannot plan an study skills
programme
• Understand the learner’s profile- help the learner to understand his or her
profile.

Dyscalculia
Dyspraxia
SpLD &/Neurodiversity
DCD &
Dysgraphia

Dyslexia

Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD)
Developmental
Language Disorder
(DLD)

Attention
Deficit
Hyperactivity
Disorder
(ADHD)

DYSLEXIA

STRATEGY - SPELLING

• Use look cover right
check for spellings
• Underlining option

DYSCALCULIA

STRATEGY

• Concrete
• Pictorial
• Abstract

Meet
Hannah

Strengths
creativity

practical skills
motivation
long term memory
problem solving

visual-spatial awareness

telling the time

memoryorientation

organisation

•Challengesprocessing
word retrieval

motor skills

visual stress

attention
social skills
estimating

TARGET SETTING AND STUDY SKILLS

Successful students sets
learning targets which they can
measure.
Success defined as mastery of
the targets/skills.
Need effort, persistence, and a
willingness to attempt difficult
tasks.
Learn from mistakes.
Competence is mastery of the
skills/targets.

MUST B E AB L E TO ME ASUR E
SUCCE SS

Evidence – improved grades
Used website

Feedback from Educators
Practical evidence-organised
folder or bag, work in on time.
Improvement in academic
confidence.
Reading Educators feedback

Be very clear!
Example: Study for one
hour in the library
from 7-8pm
So I will go three times a
week for three weeks
(and then evaluate my
success/ improvement)

I can go to the
library 3 times a
week this term =
60% of time

If you set targets for
If you set targets
yourself
that are not
for yourself that are
SMART,
you can’t
not SMART,
you tell
if you’ve
succeeded
can’t tell
if you’ve or
succeeded
notor not

Monday to Friday
= 100% of time

Eat dinner before
7pm. Don’t forget
study material.

SET THREE TARGETS
• Evidence – improved grades
• Use website

• Feedback from teachers
• Practical evidence - organised folder
or bag, work in on time

• Improvement in academic confidence
• Reading teachers’ feedback
• Date and title all written work

Multisensory
Learning
See it!

Post it Notes, Highlight in Different Colours,
Draw Pictures,Maps and Graphs, Doodle, Make
Notes, Flash Cards

Hear it!

Read / Repeat / Memorise out Aloud, Rhyme, Record
and Listen, Question, Take Notes

Say it!
Do it!

Movement / Brain Breaks: Change Desks, Take a
Break, Move Around, Act out, Teach it
Image of hands from https://www.kindergartenkiosk.com/kindergartenkiosk/4/10/the-kinesthetic-active-learner

Make sure you are:
Organised!
Have Folders for work
Dates on Notes
Colour code different subjects / keywords /
Use pictures, diagrams and/or photos to
help you remember

SPREAD YOUR STUDY OVER TIME

MOST EFFECTIVE STUDY SKILLS
STRATEGY

Self-testing
or
quizzing yourself
gets higher marks!

TIMETABLE FOR REVISION IS VITAL

Effective Reading of Text
Skimming

Scanning

To
Skimming
is reading rapidly
Keywords /
to gain an overview
QuickofOverview
the
text

THINK!
are I reading
getWHY
the most
from
this text?

your
reading, you need to
engage with it actively, not
just read it passively. It’s an
exercise for
the
brain,
not
THINK!
justI the
eyes.
Is what
thought
about
the text correct?

Scanning
is readingarticles
the text
Whole
to find
quickly
specific
answers

EFFECTIVE SC ANNING

Primary
or
Secondary
source?

An officer then confronts a suspected Palestinian stone-thrower

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-28478792

EFFECTIVE READING OF TEXT BOOKS

LEARN TO READ EFFECTIVELY : TEXT BOOK, CLASS
BOOKLET OR ANY AC ADEMIC MATERIAL

Read the title
Read the contents listing
Read the abstract
Read anything in bold
Ask yourself:
What do I know?
What do I need to find out?
Are the keywords relevant?

Highlight in
different colours
for different
purposes

USE COLOURS FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES – LITERAL INFORMATION

Red blood cells ae shaped with a
pocket that traps oxygen and brings
it to other body cells. Nerve cells
are long and stringy in order to
form a line of communication with
other nerve cells, like a wire.
Because of this shape, they can
quickly send signals, such as the
feeling of touching a hot stove, to
your brain. Skin cells are flat and fit
tightly together to protect your
body. http://data.allenai.org/tqa/cell_biology_L_0475/

USE COLOURS FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES – LITERAL INFORMATION
For example:

highlight in BLUE all words that
identify different types of cells
highlight in RED all phrases that
identify their function
underline in GREEN all phrases that
identify the structure of cells
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http://data.allenai.org/tqa/cell_biology_L_0475/

TWO STEP HIGHLIGHTING SYSTEM

• You may need an enlarged text
• You initially highlight in one colour
• You go over the text in a different colour to reduce the words
highlighted
• Reduced version –memory triggers
• Expanded version –for revision
• You discuss highlighting with teacher or self.

Key words

Main subject headings

Key concepts

Sub-headings

Margins

Note taking
Ignore spelling

Double-line space

References

Diagrams

Post-its

Journals
Books

Graphs etc.

The Loss of the Mary Rose
The Mary Rose was finally raised from the floor of the Solent on 11 October 1982 by the giant
crane Tog Mor. The ship was brought back to a dry dock in Portsmouth Naval Base so the long
process of conservation could begin. Initially this involves spraying the ship with chilled water and
maintaining a low temperature and high humidity in the specially constructed ship hall. Eventually,
chemicals will be added to the water which will preserve the stabilise the ship’s timbers. Only then
will the sprays be turned off.
The remains of the ship’s galley, or kitchen, were found, along with many cooking utensils. The bones
of cattle were found, stored in casks, showing that animals were butchered to provide standard
portions, or rations, to feed the ship’s crew. Items of woollen and leather clothing representing both
fashionable and working garments, were also recovered. After careful study it is possible for experts
to say exactly how these were made. The size and shape of the garments also tell us something
about the physical stature of the men on board. The study of their skeletons indicates a great deal
about the men who served aboard the Mary Rose. Their average height was 1.71 metres but some
were over 1.85 metres tall. Most were between 18 and 23 years old, but there were also some
young teenagers who were 13 or 14 years old, and some older men as well.

Using Music in the Classroom
By Dorothy Lockhart Lawrence Editor of PPOV

Can music in the classroom make a difference? Welsh science teacher Anne Savan couldn't believe the
difference it made in her chemistry lab. When the government insisted that all children complete the standard
National Curriculum, Savan became concerned. For some reason her new group of pupils in the mid 1990's was the
most challenging ever. Her class of boys had special educational needs plus emotional and behavioral difficulties. One

Follow
up task
There
are two
sorts of ‘Keywords’. You must learn
what the words mean to be able to answer the
• Read the main question
question
• Read the information sheet

of her students had such poor coordination he made 19 attempts at a lab experiment requiring the student to put a

peanut on a spoon, then heat it in the flame of a Bunsen burner. He never achieved it and his behaviour resulting from
his frustration was uncontrollable.

Chance observation of a television program gave Savan the idea that music of a certain
frequency might help students with poor coordination. She began to play classical music, usually orchestral Mozart
(she tried Mozart's piano concerto's but they did not work) during daily science lessons over a period of five months.
The response to the music was dramatic as the pupils became calm and cooperative within minutes of entering the
room. Savan's notes from lesson 1 report, "No one spoke, quarrelled, asked to borrow anything, wanted to go to the
toilet for the whole lesson. I have not had such a relaxed lesson with 7D ever." The remaining lessons for the five

• Write six questions beginning with the 5Ws and H.

months produced the same results, calm, cooperative students who were able to complete each lesson.
From her experience and subsequent research, Savan believes the music may have relaxed her pupils enough to

Content words – tell you important facts or
•ideas
Discuss the answers and/or create a group mind map with post

improve their physical coordination and lower their frustration levels enough to allow them to perform manual tasks
effectively and efficiently. Music in the classroom may have different effects, depending on the strengths and

weaknesses of the pupils in the classroom. It may also depend on the existing level of noise pollution at the school and
surrounding area.

How Far?
How Much?

it notes
• Summarise

Noise pollution is a growing problem, and schools are not exempt. "As early as 1975," says Garrett Keizer in his article
"Sound and Fury" in the March 2001 Harper's magazine, "researcher Arline Bronzaft found that children on the
train-track side of a New York public school were lagging a year behind their classmates on the other side of the

building in learning to read." Researchers in Germany found the same learning difficulties with children who lived near
an airport. Various researchers report that kids seem especially vulnerable to excessive noise. Even schools that are

Activity words- tell you what to do, such as,
list, describe, explain, compare, discuss etc.

not located near an airport, railroad tracks, or a freeway have plenty of everyday noise that can be distracting. Over-

head lights emit low buzzing sounds. Air conditioning, machines, voices in the school cafeteria, and gym classes all add
unwelcome and distracting

noise. For children who are sensitive, environmental noise pollution can be a constant source of stress.
While Mozart has become the media's favourite buzz word, original studies for accelerated learning showed that

Baroque music in general, with average tempos of 50-70 beats per minute (b.p.m.), was optimal for learning. This music
also provided health benefits such as lower muscle tension, lower blood pressure, and a slower pulse rate.
Do other types of music work as well? Another study using hard rock music was done by sixteen year-old David

You can use different colours for different types of words

Merrill who won top regional and state science-fair honors for it. Merrill got 72 mice and divided them into three

How does….?
How do….?
How would I find…?
How did…?

Who did…?
Why did
they?
When will…?
What if…?

Evaluate
Remember
Analyse
Understand
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mainabout?
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 How
is?
Can effective
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between
 What
would
you recommend?
How is
…….different
to ……..
 How well

Essay Writing

WHY WRITE AN ESSAY?
To inform oneself and others
To enter more deeply into a topic
To show original thinking
To demonstrate skill in expressing ideas
clearly - training in an academic convention

Practice for the examinations!

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

 Know when the assignment has to be
handed in.
 Know where and to whom the piece of
work has to be submitted.

 Plan how long you will spend
reading/researching and writing.
 Always have a notepad or tape
recorder available

MAIN BODY OF THE ESSAY

 Present clear arguments.
 Write simple sentences.
 One idea per paragraph.

 Student to criticise their own essay
 Read what has been written and check that
to make sure student has written WHAT
S/he INTENDED TO SAY-proofreading

+

Voice typing to
compose written
work supports
verbal strengths,
limitations of
working memory,
text-to-speech
and advanced
spelling &
grammar
checking

Assistive Tech

Grammarly Chrome Spelling
&
Grammar (free)

http://bit.ly/DnAGrammarly
Chunking and Navigating Documents
Google Docs Heading Styles (free)

http://bit.ly/GoogleDocsHeadingStyles
Google Docs Outline (free)
http://bitly.com/GoogleDocsOutline

Read & Write Chrome (free)
http://bit.ly/ChromeReadWrite
Apple iOS TTS (free)
http://bit.ly/AppleiOSTTS
Natural Reader Android (free)

http://bit.ly/AndroidTTS

Google Docs Voice Typing (free)
http://bit.ly/GDocsVoiceTyping

ANALYSING AN ESSAY QUESTION

• There are basically two kinds of essay questions: one asks you to give information
and the other asks you to use it. Most exam questions combine the two.
• Examples of common directives and their meanings:
• Describe:
• Trace:

Offer a detailed account
Note turning points and stages

• Contrast:

Show differences between

• Compare:

Explore both similarities and differences

• Summarise:
• Discuss:

Identify key ideas, present concisely
Consider all sides of the argument

How you form an essay:
 Bullet points
 Which you then put them into themes
 And then reference the themes
How you can plan an essay:












Question the question making sure you understand the question
Brainstorm the question – using your bullet points
Question the question again to make sure all the points are relevant
Then put the bullet points into themes
Check again that the bullet points answer the question
Write your introduction
Write the essay
Before you write your conclusion check to make sure that the essay answers the question
Write your conclusion
Proof read the essay
Check your references

EXAM REFLECTION

• Encourage the student to think about
how well they done in a mock exam
etc
• Use a reflection sheet –identify areas
that the learner needs to improve
with an effective timeline to achieve it

Subject/
result

RS

Best revision
method?

What went well in
the exam?

Examiners’
Comments

Where did I lose
marks?

What do I need to do
next time?

Making and learning notes
from textbook and online
resources

Displayed good subject
knowledge. Word processing
helped me to write more quickly
and structure my answers better,
owing to the fact that it was
easier to edit my essays.

Try to use connective phrases to
link paragraphs. Need to improve
conclusions (allow more time to
do so). Refer to language of
question in conclusion

My essays were too brief. Ideas were
not developed enough. Conclusions
could be clearer and more detailed

Do past papers under timed
conditions in order to improve
speed and write more

